Plastic Enclosures
Modules are packaged separately for subsequent installation.

28"

Model K
- 8-Port CAT 6 data
- 8-Port voice with an RJ-31X jack
- 1x6 2 GHz video
  ICRESDP28K

- 29.33" height x 15.55" width x 3.88" depth
- Top and bottom cable entry points
- Two knockout locations for A/C power outlets
- Stud or surface mount

Model W
- 8-Port CAT 6 data
- 8-Port voice with an RJ-31X jack
  ICRESDP28W

Includes:
- Reversible, screw-down, and vented doors
- Base with mounting hardware
- Mud guard

14"

Model K
- 8-Port CAT 6 data
- 8-Port voice with an RJ-31X jack
- 1x6 2 GHz video splitter
  ICRESDP14K

- 14.96" height x 14.94" width x 3.89" depth
- Top and bottom cable entry points
- Two knockout locations for A/C power outlets
- Stud or surface mount

Model W
- 8-Port CAT 6 data
- 8-Port voice with an RJ-31X jack
  ICRESDP14W

Model E
- Enclosure and cover
  ICRESDP14E

Includes:
- Screw-down, vented cover
- Base with mounting hardware
- Mud guard
9"

Model K
- 8-Port CAT 6 data
- 8-Port voice with an RJ-31X jack
- 1x6 2 GHz video
ICRESDC9PK

- 9.4" height x 15.1" width x 4.9" depth
- Top, bottom, side and rear cable entry points
- Knockout location for an A/C power outlet
- Stud or surface mount

Includes:
- Six snap-on, screw-down covers with padlock option
- Six bases with mounting hardware

Model W
- 8-Port CAT 6 data
- 8-Port voice with an RJ-31X jack
ICRESDC9PW

Includes:
- Snap-on, screw-down cover with padlock option
- Base with mounting hardware

8"

Model W
- 6-Port CAT 5e data
- 6-Port voice
ICRDSMMAW8

- 8" height x 15.1" width x 4.9" depth
- Top, bottom, and side cable entry points
- Stud or surface mount

Includes:
- Snap-on, screw-down cover
- Base with mounting hardware

Model W in 6-Pack
- Six 6-Port CAT 5e data
- Six 6-Port voice
ICRDSMMBW8

Includes:
- Six snap-on, screw-down covers with padlock option
- Six bases with mounting hardware

Mini
Modules are pre-configured.

Model K
- 8-Port CAT 5e data
- 8-Port voice
- 1x4 2 GHz video
ICRDSMIMBK1

- 7.5" height x 6.5" width x 3.5" depth
- Side cable entry points
- Surface mount

Model W
- 6-Port CAT 5e data
- 6-Port voice
ICRDSMIMBW1

Includes:
- Snap-on, screw-down cover
- Base with mounting hardware
Metal Enclosures
Modules are packaged separately for subsequent installation.

Model K
- 8-Port CAT 6 data
- 8-Port voice with an RJ-31X jack
- 1x6 2 GHz video
  ICRESDC14K

Model W
- 6-Port CAT 6 data
- 6-Port voice with an RJ-31X jack
  ICRESDC14W

Model E
- Enclosure and door
  ICRESDC14E

Model K
- 8-Port CAT 6 data
- 8-Port voice with an RJ-31X jack
- 1x6 2 GHz video
  ICRESDC21K

Model E
- Enclosure and door
  ICRESDC21E

Model K
- 8-Port CAT 6 data
- 8-Port voice with an RJ-31X jack
- 1x6 2 GHz video
  ICRESDC28K

Model E
- Enclosure and door
  ICRESDC28E

Data Modules
- For broadband internet access to 8 computers or Ethernet devices
- Non-bridged 4-Pair 110 IDC

8-Port CAT 6 data
ICRESDPB3C
ICRESDPB3D (10-Pack)

8-Port CAT 5e data
ICRESDPA3C
ICRESDPA3D (10-Pack)

8-Port CAT 6 data with steel bracket
ICRESDPB1C

8-Port CAT 5e data with steel bracket
ICRESDPA1C

Voice Modules
- For distributing 4 phone lines to 8 locations
- Bridged 4-Pair 110 IDC

8-Port voice with an RJ-31X jack
ICRESVPA3C
ICRESVPA3D (10-Pack)

8-Port voice expansion
ICRESVPB3C

8-Port voice with an RJ-31X jack and steel bracket
ICRESVPA1C

8-Port voice expansion with steel bracket
ICRESVPB1C

Video Modules
- For splitting cable TV, HDTV, satellite, or antenna signals
- 2 GHz bandwidth

1x4 video with steel bracket
ICRESAV42L

1x6 video with steel bracket
ICRESAV62L
ICRESAV62V (10-Pack)

1x8 video with steel bracket
ICRESAV82L

Modules with Self-adhesive Base
- Built with rear hook and loop strips to mount on flat surfaces

8-Port CAT 6 data
ICRESDPB2U
ICRESDPB2W (10-Pack)

8-Port CAT 5e data
ICRESDPA2U
ICRESDPA2W (10-Pack)

8-Port voice with an RJ-31X jack
ICRESVPA2U
ICRESVPA2W (10-Pack)
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